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THE CHURCH OF SAINT ALKMUND, DERBY

BV C. A. RN,SCH R,C.OTORD

(Culmcott, Uffculme, Cullompton, Devon)

INTRODUCTION

This paper is published with the aid of a grant from the Departmeot of the Environment.

The new ring road in Derby required the construction of a crossing with an underpass
on the west side of the River Derwent, immediately outside the north-east corner of
the medieval defences. The work involved the destruction of the Church of St. Alkmund,
which stood within those defences, at the top of a slope overlooking the valley, above
the place where the medieval bridge had crossed the river. The building dated from the
l9th century and was not architecturally distinguished. It replaced a medieval church,
which was thought to have stood on one of the oldest Christian sites in the area.
The plan of this building, made before its demolition in 1844, incorporated features that
could not be later than the l2th century; its demolition produced a number of
pre-Conquest sculptured stones, the oldest of which dated from the ninth century,
perhaps as early as c. l.p. 800.

Since the centre of population in the parish of St. Alkmund had moved into the
suburban area, it was decided to erect a new church in a more convenient place, so that
the Iong Christian tradition of the community could be carried on.

The Corporation of Derby readily responded to representations made by the
Derbyshire Archaeological Society and by Professor Maurice Barley of the University
of Nottingham, urging that the site of the church be excavated. A Committee was formed
with representatives of the Borongh, the Diocese, the Society and of the University of
Nottingham, with Mr. N. S. Fisher, then Town Clerk of Derby, in the Chair. I was
invited by the Committee to advise and was subsequently appointed Director of
Excavations, with Mr. Ian Young as Assistant Director. Work was begun in October
1967 ud was completed in the following spring. Mr. Young was throughout in charge
of operations on the site and compiled a full record of the progress of the work.
Summaries were prepared at frequent intervals and were circulated to the members of
the Committee. It is a pleasure on this occasion to place on record the deep debt which
the Committee and I, as Director of Excavations, owe to Mr. Young for his unflagging
interest in the work, which often had to be carried out under unpleasant weather
conditions.

The exploration of the remains beneath the church of St. Alkmund was a common
effort undertaken with the full support of the civil and ecclesiastical authorities. Without
this co-operation it would not have been possible to carry through the task and to achieve
the successful results recorded in this report. The known burials were exhumed and
reinterred elsewhere. All the movable fittings, together with the more interesting of the
monuments, were removed before the building was handed over to the civic authorities.
The excavation was carried out with labour, equipment, machines and transport provided
by the Borough of Derby and with the aid of a grant from the Ministry of Public Building
and Works, now the Department of the Environment.

Throughout the Committee received every assistance from the Ministry of Transport
and the Borough of Derby, which were responsible for the construction of the road.
Work had necessarily to be co-ordinated with the progress of the scheme in order to
ensure the economical use of labour and the disposal of soil and debris. The smooth
working of these arrangements was ensured by the Borough Engineer, Mr. W. G. Penny,
to whom the Committee's best thanks are due. The treatment of the sculptured stones
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found in the excavation was organized by the Derby Museums, inrrhich- they ar-e-now
displayed. The reassembly of the monolithic sarcophagus, in particular,- r-?ised 

.p_ 
roblems,

which-were solved with tle technical advice of the theh Ministry of Public Building and
Works. For this assistance the Committee is deeply indebted to the Curator and staff
of the Derby Museums. Tribute must also be paid-to the volunteers-from the Derbyshi.re
Archaeological Society and others, who asslsted Mr. Young- in the excavation of the
more delicite features at weekends and on other occasions; their co-operation ensured
the recovery of essential data, which might otherwise have been lost in view of the tight
schedule of the operation.

I visited the site at frequent intervals, noting the progress of the work and the various
features discovered. But this report is based oh the records kept by Mr, Young q99 on
his summaries, circulated to th6 Committee. It has, unfortunately, not been possible to
get into touctr with him during its compilation and he has not seen the finished text.
For the presentation of the report andlhe interpretation of the results, I accept sole
responsibility and any errors are mine.

The completion of this report owes much to Mr. J. R. Marjor_ap, who was at all times
in close touch with the progiess of the work. He secured a valuable photographic record,
which has been of greit uie in checking details. Mr. Marjoram has also read in draft
the account of the eixcavation and I am much indebted to him for many comments and
criticisms, which have been incorporated in the finished text. Mr. R. G. Hughes.assisted
greatly iri tne recording of the-sculp'l'red stones _fgto9^ lgring the excavation and
ifford-ed every facility f6r the study bf those found in 1844,- which have been in the
custody of the Museirm for more ihan a century. A list and analy-sis oI S-". 1eco1ds,
maps, plans and illustrations of the medieval chrirch, drawn up-by .14t. J. [igley, hp
provea a valuable guide to the elucidation of the-later history-of St..Alkmund's Church.
The plans of the exEavation, with the exception of Fig. 2,_hqve Qeen-drywn by Mr. Young
and 

-the 
photographs of the sculptured stones, and of the_Anglo-S_axon penny were

providedihrouln ine good officei of Mr. Hughes_an{ the Derby Museums. To these
helpers and to-many ithers, citizens of Der6y, I offer my most sincere thanks for
assistance given in many ways.

Mr. Christopher Blunt and Mr. E. W. Danson have contributed sections of the report,
which appear 6ver their signatures. I have also had the benefit of discussing certlin lsPTtJ
of the diiicoveries with Mlr. Martin Biddle, Professor Rosemary Cramp and Dr. H. Mt
Taylor. For advice and assistance in various ways.I am indebted to the Right Reverend
Gebffrey Allen, Lord Bishop of Derby at thi time of the excavatign, 10_ Professor
Mauric6 Barley and Mr. J. R-. C. Hamilton of the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments.
To all of thes6 and to many others I would express my gratitude.

THE VICTORIAN CHURCH
(Fie. l)

It was decided to rebuild the medieval church in 1841. The surviving minutes of the
Church Building Committee start on 14th September 1843 and the foundation stone was

laid on 6th May 1844. The church was completed during that year.

The plans of the new building were modified more than once. As completed the. new
church'of St. Alkmund had a ihancel, an aisled nave of four bays and a prominent
western tower flanked by a continuation of the aisles. The main entrance was through
a south porch correspotaing to the fourth bay of the nave.4 u-"ttry on t!9 south side

of the chancel was idded i-n 1891. The churbh was built in the Perpendicular style.
The windows were traceried, in some cases with modern stained glass. The walls were
covered with a large number of memorial tablets, some of which came from the old
church.

The Victorian church ignored the plan of the medieval building, which was completely
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enclosed within the l9th-century walls. Measures were taken to protect the vaults and
graves, including those lying oritside the medieval church, the tombstones being sunk
60 cm. (2 ft.) below the level of the floor.

At least seven pre-Conquest carved stones were found during the demolition of the
medieval building. Two w6re walled into the new fabric. All are described in thepreselt
report, together-with the carved stones found in the excavations and during the
demolition of the l9th-century fabric.

THE EXCAVATION OF THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH
The dominant style of the building demolished in 1843-44 was Perpendicular, tut tle

irregrrlarities of the planl showed that the structure was of more than one date. In
partlicular, the asymmetrical layout of the arcades - that on the north aligned withlhe
iide of the chancel and that oir the south rather over I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) outside the line
of the corresponding wall - could only have arisen in the course of the replanning of
an older building. Alrial excavation camied out in the area in front of the sorrth lespond
of the medieval- chancel arch and extending beyond the east respond of the arcade
disclosed the complexity of the building sequence and confirmed the fear that the interior
of the older building had been extensively used for burial.

The perimeter of the lgth-century building enclosed the medieval c!rurc!, but the piers
and reiponds often cut into or laywithin the medieval walls. The Victorian walls were
built in wide foundation trench6s, noted in places at the edges of the excavation.
The piers stood on separate blocks of masonry, which had, in part at least, been built
free. 

-The 
areas disturbed in the upper layer were therefore more extensive than the

foundation trenches cut into the natural soil, though they could not be exactly defined
in the loose fill.

The roof and windowless walls of the modern structure were largely left in position
to provide shelter during the excavation, which had to proceed.throrrgh-the winter months
(Pl. la). Only the tower and the west end had been demolished before work started.
ihese bircunistances imposed a start at the east end in order to facilitate the disposal
of soil. Each area was cleared in turn, leaving graves and other features for a more
detailed examination. Much of the latter work was carried out by volunteers belonging
to the Derbyshire Archaeological Society, under the direction of Mr. Young.

It had originally been hoped that the remains of the medieval building-would b-e -of
sufficient int6rest io incorpolate in the layout of the open space covering the site of the
churchyard. But the fragmentary nature and poor condition of tFe_Pasonry uncover.ed
did nof justify the expenie that cbnsolidation would have involved. The medieval walling
was therefore demolished in the hope of recovering further carved stones.

The area within the older walls was stripped down to undisturbed soil, except in those_

places where later remains had penetrate-d to a depth,1vhic-h destroyed all.hope -of
iecovering medieval remains. The space between the medieval and the Victorian walls
was expldred only in part. Immediately below the modern floor the whole space- was
covered with a layer of rubble about 6[cm. (2 ft.) deep. This was_removed by machine,
leaving the Victoiian foundations standing above the medieval floor level.

The removal of the modern rubble brought to light a number of walls and other
features. Only a few patches of the earlier floo}remained in position. The most extgnsiv-e,

at the east eid of th6 nave, covered, in part, two graves, one of which had a lead coffin
of recent date. This pavement was of plain red tiles, measurigg 21 cm. (!* in.). gquare
and of post-Reformaiion date. Beneath this level was a layerof 4ed-ium coloured brown
soil muth disturbed by burials. In places, as in the chancel, this layer was over. I m.
(3 ft. 3 in.) deep. A siinilar layer, s6metimes rather- grey_er in colour,_ was found in the
iisles of t[e m6dieval church.- Tliough disturbed, these-layers extended up to 

-the 
face

of the later medieval walls and piers and covered some of the older features.
Recognizably late graves and the brick vaults ofrecent date were cut through this layer.
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Outside the medieval walls the corresponding level consisted of looser soil of a darker
colour, containing mortar, pieces of stone and fragments of recent pottery, together with
disturbed human bones.

At a lower level and extensively cut into by graves of various dates, a hard brown
sandy layer, forming the undisturbed subsoil, covered the whole area, inside and outside
the medieval church. It was clear that the old ground surface nowhere survived within
the area explored. The level of the south wall of the earliest building suggests that the
natural surfacr lay at least 60 cm. (2 ft.) higher than the highest level, at which
undisturbed subsoil was found. This may well be an under-estimate. If the first stone
church was built on an eminence, its construction may have involved some levelling of
the site. In the circumstances post holes or other evidence of an earlier wooden building
could hardly have survived.

The l9th-century pier bases were cut throrrgh the disturbed brown layer into the
natural soil, in which the foundation trenches could easily be seen. The only significant
find in the foundation trenches was a coin of George III, dated 1806.

Anumber of brick-lined vaults were found within the older church. They had been dug
down through the brown layer into the natural soil to a depth lower than the medieval
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Fig. 2 St. Atkmund's Church: Phase I (pre-Conquest), showing graves (numbered) and position in
which sarcophagus (S) was found.
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foundations and the earliest graves. Late graves also reached a low level, being_cut into
the surface of the natural subsoil and destroying all earlier remains. Post-Conquest
medieval graves probably lay nearer the contemporary surface so that the only remains
of this date wer-e a largie qirantity of dispersed bones and fragments- of bone, -found
throughout the disturbed laler. Low-level graves covered by_fhe layer ofbrown soil were
proba-bly of early date, dug from the lowei level of the pre-Conquest floor. Not all these
-were 

undisturbed; some o-f them had caved in, probably when later burials were made
immediately above.2 In view of the probable significance of the oldg-st graves and their
relation to-the first church, they are shown on the plan of the earliest phase (Fig. 2).
The pattern cannot, however, b-e regarded as complete, as much of the early evidence
is liliely to have been destroyed later in the Middle Ages and subsequently.

A few post holes were noted in the course of the excavation. Some were of late date,
with mod-ern pottery in the filling. With two exceptions (p. 32), none is demonstrably
early.

Four buitding phases were identified when the whole plan became available for
analysis. They wil1 be described and discussed in chronologic{ order. In addition to
the iarcophalus (no. 2), which is intimately associated with the history of the sile,- a
number rif pie-Conquelt carved stones werb found. In view of the importance^of the
series, it hai seemed desirable to include in the report an account, not olly of those
discoirered in the course of the excavation, but also of the stones which have been known
for more than a century, so that the evidence may be considered as a whole. In particular
two of the stones found in 1844 and then walled in the porch have only been available
for proper study since their recent removal to the Derby Museum.- Small objgcts were
fewind fragmehtary. None was found in a significant context. Only the pre-Conquest
coin and the tokens are published. All finds are now in Derby Museum.

Psmr l: THr Pnr-CoNeursr CnuRcn (Fig. 2)

The structure

The oldest building found on the site was represented by short stretches of masonry
and rather more exteisive lines of foundation. Only a single course of masonry remained
position. The floor3 level lay rather over I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) below the pavement of the
Victorian church.

The best-preserved part was the south wall of the nave, whlch_was later used as a
sleeper wall-for the south arcade. The foundation of medium-sized-irregular stones set
in pbor mortar was laid in a trench about I m. (3 ft. 3 in.)+ wide and somg f0 cm. (2 ft.)
de6p. This was traced for I I m. (36 ft.) from'the south-east corner of the nave and
was then cut through by a recent vault,-beyond which lay the deep foundation of the
south-east pier of the late medieval tower. The lowest course of masonry, where
preserved, ivas formed of two faces of large, roughly- dressed blocks of stone with a
htting of imall rubble set in hard mortar. The stones of the outer face stood to aieight
of 32 cm. (13 in.); the stones of the inner face were smaller, measFing only 23 cm.
(9 in.) high. The-masonry consisted of two separate stretches with a-gap be-!rye.en

ihe floor-level, indicated 5y the base of the masonry course, was about 25 cm. (1-0 in.)
higher to the east of the glap. The width of the wall was between 75 cm. and 80 cm.
(2-fi.6 in. and 2 ft. 9 in.). A-similar foundation on the north side of the nave was traced
with interruptions for tLe same distance and was then cut thloug! by the. foundation
of a Victoriin pier. On this side no stones of the wall remained in_position and the
foundation was-covered by the layer of disturbed brown soil. The wall.had clearly b-een

demolished to ground levei and even below, when the arcade was moved-in phase 3 Q,38),
At the east en? a similar foundation was traced across the line of the later medieval
chancel arch and was cut through on the north side by a modern graYe.. One- of the
outer facing stones, near the nortf,-€ast corner of the nave, rcmainedin position.beyond
the outer fice ofthe north wall ofthe annexe. The rest ofthis corner had been disturbed
by later rebuilding, but the position of the south-east corner was established as the
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continuation southwards of this wall had a gravel foundation of later date. At the west
end traces of a similar foundation were found between the eastern piers of the
late medieval tower. The nave measured internally 13.40 m. (44 tt.) by 5.80 m. (19 ft.).

At the east end similar foundations were discovered forming the sides of a narrower
annexe. They were traced for 2.40 m. (8 ft.). Victorian foundations and older vaults
made further excavation on the north side useless. On the south the foundations for
the abutment of the Victorian chancel arch badly disturbed the line of the early wall,
but the stones of the early foundation could be traced for a total distance of some 4 m.
(13 ft.). The east end ofthe annexe had been completely destroyed during the construction
of an early lSth-century vault, which filled the whole of the east end of the later medieval
qhancel (p. 35). At the west end the lowest course of the side wall remained in position
for a distance of over 2 m. (6 ft. 9 in.). The construction was similar to that of the nave,
but the width, 85 cm. (2 tt. 9 in.), was slightly greater. The external face of the stones,
which included two fragmsnls of pre-Conquest crosses (no. 3), showed a slight offset
on the upper surface, indicating that they had formed the plinth of a rather narrower
wall, of which a few stones remained in position near the west end of the later chancel.s
A single stone near the east end of the south wall showed a similar offset on the south
and east sides; it was probably reset as it lay near the centre of the masonry and could
not have served as a plinth in the position in which it was found. The annexe measured
internally 3.70 m. (l2ft.) wide by about 3'20 m. (10 ft. 6 in.) long.

A close examination of the south wall of the nave disclosed an alteration near the
east end, in an area in which the facing stones were missing. The foundation for a length
of l'30 m. (4 ft. 3 in.) was composed entirely of rounded stones, with the ends on either
side of this space rather more solidly formed of roughly squared stones. A recess in the
centre of each of these faces contained a post hole 30 cm. (l ft.) across. The doorway,
which probatly had a wooden sill, is unlikely to have been external. Pre-Conquest
doorways, though not rebated, have straight faces of masonry on each side of the
opening. Later medieval doorways are normally rebated. But a wooden-framed doorway
ofthe type indicated could well have led from the nave into an annexe or porticus closed
by a door. The filling of the gap indicated that the door was later closed, probably with
masonry. It seems unlikely that this change, which suggests that the porticus was
abandoned, rras connected with phase 2, during which the foundations were of gravel.
A modification within phase I secms established.

Search for this porticus was difficult by reason of the disturbance of the south aisle
of the later church, but it was not entirely barren. Grave no. 52, a charcoal grave, and
therefore early (p. 35), lay a short distance south of the foundation of a Victorian pier
base. The grave was cut through earlier masonry and had later been crushed and overlaid
by the gravel foundation of the south aisle wall of phase 2. The area farther west had
been disturbed and no further traces were found. Assuming that the feature cut through
by grave 52 formed the south-east corner of the porticus and that the doorway was
set centrally in the inner wall, the internal measurement of the porticus would be about
2.75 m. (9 ft.) from east to west and 2.15 m. (7 ft.) from north to south. The
corresponding levels on the north side of the early nave were entirely destroyed by a
group of modern graves under an area of paving stones and by the excavation for the
Victorian organ chamber. The outer wall of a porticus on this side would have lain under
the outer wall of the later aisle. This foundation, which alone had survived, was of a
particularly massive character (p. 38) and must have destroyed any earlier remains.

West of the doorway the south wall of the nave included a stretch I .60 m. (5 ft. 3 in.)
long, where the stones were heavier and more carefully aligned. Among these stones
was the cross arm (no. 3a, Pl. lb). The area, some 5.50 m. (18 ft.) from the east end
ofthe nave, lies opposite the pier base ofthe northern arcade ofphase 3; it probably
re-pr€sents a resetting ald strengthening of the early wall to carry the corresponding pier
of the south arcade. The early wall was badly preserved in the area opposife the setond
pier of the north arcade.
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The burials
A number of graves lying below the disturbed layer of brown soil probably belonged

to the earliest phase contemporary with the existence of the first stone church on the
site. Among them are four charcoal graves of a type known to have been in use in the
tenth century and unlikely to date as late as 1066. Some of the graves had been
subsequently disturbed. Where evidence for the rite survived, all burials were by extended
inhumation with the head to the west; all were aligned with the main axis of the church.

Three burials lay side by side immediately north of the west end of the eastern annexe.
They were apparently of about the same date and had been dug into the undisturbed,
natural, sandy subsoil, in an area which had not subsequently been used for burial.
The east end of each grave was curtailed by a Victorian foundation trench. The west
end of the northernmost of the graves was cut by the foundation trench of the north-+ast
buttress of phase 2. A short length of foundation running east was also cut by this
foundation trench. Only a length of I .50 m. (5 ft.) remained before it was also cut by
the Victorian trench. The foundation lay immediately north of the outermost grave and
could perhaps be an enclosure within the main cemetery reserved for a special class of
burials, for example for canons of the minster.

Graye no. /46 Undisturbed and with a well-preserved skeleton.
Graye no. 22 The greater part of the skeleton remained in position.
Graye no. 19 The loose fill included many dispersed fragments of bone.

Two early graves lay within the church. Though the evidence is poor, it would seem
that burial within the church at this date was not common. A considerable proportion
of the area was free of deep later disturbance and should have disclosed early graves,
had they existed.

Graye no. 35 At the north-west corner of the nave, about I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) in from
the north and west walls. The grave contained the greater part of a skeleton in good
condition, which had been packed in charcoal. The west end of the grave, with the head
and shoulders of the skeleton, had been cut away by the foundation trench of the
north-east pier of the late-medieval tower. About 2 m. (6 ft. 6 in.) to the east an irregular
patch of burning with two rows of stones forming a flue was found on the surface of
the natural soil. The patch measured about I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) across; it may have been
connected with the preparation of the charcoal for this grave.

Grave no. 53 The empty base of a shallow grave cut into the natural soil was found
under a large re-used stone set alongside the sarcophagus when it was sunk into the
floor of phase 2 (p. 37). The position, probably alongside the tomb of the saint, may
indicate the burial of some important and specially favoured individual.

Two graves in the later south aisle lay within the area of the early porticus. One of
these was a charcoal grave.

Grave no. 49 The grave with a filling of hard-packed natural sand from the subsoil
covered a skeleton in position. Two stake holes with a soft filling impinged on the area
of the grave, one of them breaking the left femur. The west end of the grave cuts the
conjectured west wall of the porticus (p. 32), but a slight shift in the suggested line would
bring the grave entirely rvithin the wall.

Grave no. 52 The grave, which had been packed with charcoal, cut through masonry
interpreted as the south-east corner of the portictrs. The disturbed fill contained only
scattered fragments of bone and was covered with the gravel foundation of phase 2,
lrere dated to the early-l3th century (p.32).

Three graves lay south ofthe east annexe in positions analogous to those on the north
side.

Grave no.55 (Pl. 2a) The skeleton, which had been packed in charcoal, lacked the
skull, but was otherwise in good condition.
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Graye no. 56 (Pl.2a\ The grave contained a skeleton which had been decapitated,
with the skull placed between the lower legs.

Graye no.69 The skeleton, which had been packed in charcoal, had been badly
disturbed by later burials. The west end was cut through by a hole filled with loose rubble.
The filling appears to have been of the date of the demolition of the _old c\rch, brlt
the hole,-th6ugh enlarged, doubtless represents the foundation trench for the- angle
buttress of phase 2. Ttie grave was probably cut in the first place by this trench.

Discussion

The dating of this church with a nave and narrower eastern annexe, and probably
with two poiticus opening out of the east end of the nave, is not easy. It is known that
there was-a church in this area at least as early as the ninth century and its origin probably
goes back even further to the time when Christianity was first established in northern
Mercia (p. 56). Two ninth-century crosses of monumental character are unlikely tg-have
been broughd as building material from a distance and afford presumptive evi{eqqe
that the pie-Danish church stood on the same site. A church with crosses of this
importan& can only have been a stone churc! at the period in-which they were.erected.
Thbueh the evidenie that there was no earlier wooden church is not conclusive, it is
hardli possible that traces of an older building in stone woulrt have been missed. It is
therefoie likely that the origin of the church found on the site goes back to a period
before 800.

A number of pieces of early sculpture were found re-used in the fabric-of-phase l,
but none of theie can certainly be-associated with the earliest stage of the building.
The only piece from the south wall of the nave (no. 3) calne from the inner face of
the rebuilt part of the wall, which has been explained as the base of a pier o-f thq P1rtF
arcade of fost-Conquest date (p. 32). It was probably set in the^position in which it
n ar foonA in phase 2, and altords-no evideirce for-the date of the earlier church.
Two more ston6s, also of the ninth century, were found re-used in the walls of the eastern
annexe (no. 3).2 it has been noted that this wall differs from that of the nave and-taken,
in conju'nctioir with the evidence of the closing pf lhe door into the south porticus,.it
is a legitimate deduction that the earliest building had to be extensively repaired or rebuilt
after i period of neglect, perhaps even after a more or,less coqplete destruction of the
fabric. The rebuilding, *6ich antedates phase 2, must be pre-Conquest of the tenth or
l lth century, a date ivhen the lost capitals (no. l) show t!at- woqk of some elaboration
was being dirried out at St. Atkmund. The rebuilt church involved the abandonment
of the so[th porticus, which can hardly have been standing when grave 1o._t? wa! d-]g
and there is lood reason to ascribe this grave to the tenthrcentury (p.^99. Historically,
the period of neglect or destruction can be equated with the period of Danish rule and
the 

-foundation of Derby as one of the Five Boroughs.

The only direct evidence for the date of the first church is therefore the plan.. This
is one fouid in a number of pre-Conquest minsters.8 Breamore, Hampshir-e,9 a min-ster
serving a large area with a number of chapels, some of which only acquired full parochial
status-after ihe Reformation, may serve as the type. The space at the east end of the
nave, which formed a separate division of the building, out of which theporticus op9n4,
is stiil covered with a two-stage pyramidal roof in the Carolingiar tradition, lhoug! the
existing structure is late medievat. Onty the south porticus remains, though thg u."-h gn
the no-rth side is still visible. The edstern annexe has been lengthened and rebuilt.
Breamore is usually placed in the tenth century on the evidence -of the pilaster strips
and the double-spliy-windows of the nave. But these features could appear earlier and,
in the writer's ofrinion, the church is of Alfredian (ate. The neighbouring church -of
Britford, Wiltshiie,to had a similar plan. The opening to ttre- solth-porticus includes
panels with vinescroll of c. 800, whiih are a part of the original building.

The excavation of the OId Minster at Winchesteru has brougfit to light the plan of
a church of the same type. It is the oldest post-Roman building on the site and is on
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a larger scale, with a nave 22.90 m. (75 ft.) long in comparison with the 13.40 m. (44 ft.)
of St. Alkmund. This church has been convincingly identified as the early cathedral of
Winchester, built by King Kenwalh(643-:14), a conclusion borne out by its greater size.

In the course of the tenth and l lth centuries this type of plan developed into the true
cruciform church, with spacious transepts opening out of the crossing through wide and
lofty arches.l2 A church with very small porticus and closed doorways, like St. Alkmund,
should be early in the series. On this criterion a date in the eighth century or even at
the end of the seventh, would be appropriate and would accord with the importance
ofthe church in the ninth century (p. 56).

No evidence for the liturgical arrangement of the early church was found. Winchester
is significant in this respect. There the altar stood at the east end of the nave, with a
wooden ciborium over it.l3 This is the traditional arrangement and is likely to have been
followed in St. Alkmund in the pre-Danish period.

The sarcophagus (no. 2, Pl. 2b) was found buried in the south-east corner of the nave,
the trench for its insertion having cut through the edge of the early foundation. But
the elaborate decoration on all four sides shows that it was intended to be seen. Had
it stood originally where it was found, but above the floor ofthe church, the sarcophagus
would have flanked the altar in the traditional position at the east end of the nave.
At Lindisfarne, rather over a century earlier, St. Cuthbert was buried beside the altar.
When his body was enshrined a few years after his death, it was placed in a chest (theca),
which stood in the same place, but above the pavement.l4 St. Cuthbert's body remained
incomtpt and the inner coffin of wood survives at Durham. It measures I .65 m.
(5 ft. 5 in.) by 42 cm. (16 in.) by 45 cm. (18 in.) high.ts The outer casing, which was
probably of stone, must therefore have been on the same scale as the sarcophagus found
in St. Alkmund. The ninth-century date and the care taken to dispose of this sarcophagus
(p. 37) makes it certain that this was the shrine prepared for the relics of St. Alkmund,
when they were translated from Lilleshall (p 55.). The adjacent grave, no. 53, suggests
a burial alongside the saint (ad limina sancti), an honour which might well have been
accorded to the Ealdorman Aethelwulf (p. 57) or some other Mercian leader.

Charcoal graves, ofwhich four were discovered in the course ofthe excavation, have
not often been recorded in England. The best-documented series is that discovered in
the Old Minster at Winchester, of which a summary account has been published.t6
The area lying between the church of St. Peter and St. Paul, the early cathedral, and
the Tower of St. Martin, was long used as a cemetery. The burials lying nearest to the
axis of the church 'were normally in iron-bound coffins, and in many cases the coffins
had been packed around with charcoal'. An apsed 'link building'fusing the two structures
into a single church was added between 971 and 980. 'After the construction of the link
building, many burials took place inside it, and these were normally in iron-bound coffins
packed around with charcoal..... The location of the charcoal graves and their
association with the obviously more expensive iron-bound coffins suggest that they were
burials of persons of rank and wealth.' On the Winchester evidence 'the custom (of
charcoal burial) seems to have been prevalent in the tenth century and certainly
antedates the construction of the link building'. A similar dating would accord with the
evidence of St. Alkmund. One of the graves, cut through the south-+ast corner of the
south porticus (no. 52), should date after 870. Another (no. 35) lay in the north*west
corner of the nave. In view of the scarcity of burials within the church it must have
been that of a person of importance.

Pnese 2: Tlae Twnrrn eNo Eenry THlnrneNrH CeNrunrrs (Fig. 3)
The second building phase was marked by two separate additions to the pre-Conquest

church. The eastern annexe was lengthened to form an aisleless chancel with a crypt
under the extension. Narrow aisles were built flanking the nave. Part of the walls of
the crypt were uncovered behind the brick facing of the early l8th-century brickJined
vault prepared for the Revd. Henry Cantrell, Vicar from l7l2 to 1773. Only the
foundations of the aisles remained.
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Fig. 3 St. Alkmund's Church: Phases 2-4 (12th century to c. 1500).
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Except at the west end, the north side of the medieval chancel hq{ beeg _entirely
destroyid by Victorian foundations and by vaults. The south and east sides ofthe vault
prepaied foi Henry Cantrell were stripped to uncover the walls of the medieval qrypt
h6se stood to a f,eight of up to I .86 m. (6 ft.) on a gravel foundation 30 cm. (l ft.)
deep, the base of whiih lay at the floor level of the vault. The wall face was of ro-u-ghly

couiied rubble. The outer iace of the walls was not fully uncovered; the stones had been
largely robbed, doubtless to provide material for the Victorian foundations. The crypt
me-asrired 3.70 m. (12 ft.) from north to south. The extension had a! internal lengt!
of 4 m. (13 ft.). Thb wesf wall was not found, but it may be assumed that it revetted
the oldei east wall of the annexe and the soil beneath, giving an approximately square
crypt. No evidence of the roof remained. The likely form is a central pier with four
gr6ined vaults. This would require a vertical interval of at least 2'75_m. (9 ft.) between
ihe floor of the crypt and the pavement above. The floor level of the_western pa{ -of
the chancel at this date was no1 established. It probably lay slightly above that of the
pre-Conquest annexe (cf. p.32), which in turn lay about l'50 m. (5 ft.) above the base
-of 

the cript. This implies a rise of I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) or more between the chancel proper
and the bitension a6ove the crypt. The latter must therefore have formed a separate
space behind the altar. This may be interpreted as the setting for the translated relics
of St. Alkmund.

The extension of the chancel with its crypt and the presumed translation of the relics
cannot be dissociated from the discovery ofthe sarcophagus, which had originally been
prepared for these relics. It was found, filled with rubble and sunk into_ the ground,. in
ihe-south-east corner of the nave. The sarcophagus was not resting level, but the position
of the remaining fragment of the cover, the south-east corner, suggests that when inserted
this cover was intenlded to lie flush with the contemporary pavement.lT The trench for
the insertion of the sarcophagus cut into the edge of the pre-Conquest foundation.
In the later Middle Ages the floor level was raised (p. a0) and the cover completely hidden.
It seems unlikely that the builders of phase 2 wou-ld have gone to the trouble of.treating
the sarcophagul in this manner if iI had not been intended to have some liturgical
significanie; It would have been easier to break it up and use the fragments as building
stone. The obvious explanation is that the sarcophagus was retained in its 

. 
original

position, but sunk below floor level, when the relics were translated and that it served
is a secondary focus of devotion to the Saint, at which offerings could also be made.
A rather lateiparallel is afforded by the detailed record of offerings m_ade by Edward_I
in Glasgow Cdthedral at both the ihrine or feretory and the tomb of St. Kentigern.ls

Two pre-Conquest grave covers, one (no. ll) of the llth century, the othe-r much
defaced-and of incertiin, but late, date, were found re-used in the south wall of the
crypt. A simple hall-crypt of the type described might be of pre-Conquest date, as the
mbie elaborlte ttth-century example at Repton ihows.le But the use of a grave!
foundation at St. Alkmund dissociates the extension from the pre-Conquest building and
links it with the addition of the aisles which will be attributed to the early 13th century.
Moreover, Glynne,2o writing c. 1830, records on the south of the altar 'two mutilated
stalls of Norman work, the shaft having a good sculptured capital and square base'.

The chancel was clearly altered in the l2th century, which may be accepted as !h9
date of the extension wiih its crypt. It is probable that the heavy tomb cover with
arcading on the long sides (p. 54) fbrmed part of the arrangement of the shrine. It was
desigued to stand ai floor ievel irr on a low plinth. But the tapering 

-shape-!1 
d_ifficult

to reconcile with the raised form that shrines assumed in the period after 1200. It may
have been intended to stand before the altar in the porition of a 'founder's tomb'.

Only the foundations of the added aisles were found. On the south the graygl
foundition of the east wall of an aisle 2.15 m. (7 ft.) wide was traced, together with
that of a south wall running for a distance of about 3'40 m. (ll ftr) and covering the
charcoal grave no. 52. The rest had been destroyed by later disturbances. The arcade
was of thrle bays ; the strengthening of the older wall to carry the eastern pier has already
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been described (p. 32). Oa the north side, wiere ttre ground falls away sharply, there
was a heavier stone foundation l'20 m. (4 ft.) wide with a massive clasping butiress on
t.he north-cast corner and another at the other end of the aisle. The destruction of the
wall and the spread of the foundation made exact measurement impossible, but the width
of t.he aisle can have varied little, if at all, from that on the south. The level of the eastern
pier foundation of the south arcade implies that the floor level throughout the nave had
been raised to that ofthe pre-Conquest east end (p. 32).

No close dating evidence for the aisles was obtained. The form of the north-east
buttress can hardly be earlier than 1200. A large number of fragments of early
I3th+ntury mouldings and dressings were found in the south wall o}phase 3. They
m_ay have come from the earlier north arcade, which was then demolished (p. 39) and
afford the best available indication of the date of the added aisles.

PIr sE 3: THE Fnrretvru CslrruRy (Fig. 3)

Thg tlird lui[ding phase saw the remodelling of the church with two, approximately
equal, aisles flanking the nave and providing an adequate space for a chapel at the eastern
end of each. As the church lay on the side of the churchyard, above a steep slope,
widening on the north side would have raised difrculties. The older north w-all runs
only-l '20 m. (4 ft.) within the line of the Victorian north wall, which formed the boundary
on this side. Medieval liturgical practice required, wherever possible, the provision of
? fry9 path for processions completely encircling the building. The widening of
St. Alkmund's was therefore carried out entirely on the south side. Retaining the line
of the older south arcade, the aisle was widened to 3.65 m. (12 ft.). To-obtain a
comparable aisle on the north side, the old outer wall was re-uscd and the arcade moved
inwards to continue the line of the side wall of the chancel, giving an aisle about

Fig. 4(a) St. Alkmund's Church: pre{onquest imposts.
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Fig. 4(b) St. Alkmund's Church: pre-Conquest imposts.
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3.25 m. (10 ft. 9 in.) wide. The resulting asymmetry of the east 
-end 

of the nave would
have beeir disguised'by the rood screen. Only the south wall of the aisle stood above
gfound level; ihe rest of the alterations were represented by foundations.

The inner face of the south wall of the aisle stood to a height of about 50 cm. (l ft. 9 in.)
above a slight offset, marking the contemporary floor level. The wall, 90 cm. (3 ft.)
wide, had, ihere bes[ preserve-d, two courses of regular squared stones with wide mortar
joint3. Eiternally the'roughness and irregularity of the masonry sugge-sted that..the
ground rose to i higher lelel and that none of the stonework uncovered was visible.
Four equally spacedbuttresses, which did not correspond to the_bayiggof the.arcades,
dividedihe iouth wall of the aisie. That at the east end measured 75 cm. (2ft.6 in.) square.

The ottrer foundations were larger. The foundations also indicated a buttress at the
west end; the eastern corner wa-s disturbed. The piers of the-new north arcade stood
on separite foundations 1.20 m. (4 ft.) square and 90 cm. (3 ft.) deep. The central bay
was albout 3 m. (10 ft.) wide, indibatidg that there was a length of walling at each end
of the arcade. Tiis presumably reprodiced the earlier arrangeme_nt, which would hav-e

been retained on the south sihe. i.[o masonry remained from the other walls, which
stood on the older foundations. Breaks in theioundation of the side walls opposite the
eastern piers of the tower and traces of a foundation at the west end of the extension
oi tt " 

south aisle show that the alterations of phase 3 preceded the building of the
western tower and the westward extension of the church. The buttresses on the west

facade of phase 3 also show that this was a completed building and not merely a stage

in a wider programme.
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The new south wall incorporated many broken fragments of early l3th-century
mouldings and dressings, some of which must have come from the demolished nortir
arcade. Apart from- its p-lace in 

-the 
building sequence, these constitute the only direct

evidence for the dating ofphase 3. Its closer chrohological context can best be discussed
when the evidence concerning the succeeding phase has been set out.

The main purpose of the wider late-medieval aisles of urban churches was to provide
adequate side chapels with altars. These served both for the foundation ofchantries by
wealth-y citizens ald as chapels_for guilds or fraternities. The custom and consequently
the enlargement of town cliurches gathered momentum after 1300.21

PH,tsB 4: c. 1500 (Fig. 3)
Thetrnal building phase saw the-enlargement of the church westward by a single bay,

comprising a tower at the end of the nave flanked by extensions of the aisles. dnly t[6
foundations remained.

On the south side a break in the foundation was clearly visible 80 cm. (2 ft. 9 in.)
west of the older wall, indicating a second buttress at the olil south-west corner. Beyond
thisthe heavy irreguFr foundation extended for a further 5.50 m. (lB ft.) to the new
south-west corner, where no trace ofa buttress could be discovered. A slight extension
southward of the foundation marked the position of the west wall of the late-medieval
por+, all othertraces of which had been dtstroyed in the lgth century. The foundations
on the north side were heavier, up to 1.75 m. (5 ft. 9 in.) wide and indicated a similar
sequence. Traces of a buttress running at an angle were'noted.

The two eastern piers of the tower stood on massive foundations 2.75 m. (9 ft.) square
and formed o-f large blocks of stone set in hard mortar. They cut througir th6 eirlier
west wall and were carried down into the undisturbed subsoil. The raficarrying the
Victorian tower covered the corresponding western foundations and most of ihe-west
wall of the church.

The added tower and aisles followed the asymmetrical layout of phase 3. Only the
breaks in the foundations and the indications oi west-facing Luttressei in the oldei wall
showed that the realignment of the north arcade preceded-the western extension of the
church and justified the ascription of the late-medieval work to two distinct phases.

One further late-medieval alteration must be noted. The west end of each of the side
walls of the chancel had been strengthened. On the south side the alteration included
the re-use oftwo l2th-century chamfered dressings from the abacus ofthe older chancel
arch.. They were set at floor level as bearers for-the respond of a new and wider arch
and indicated that the floor level of the chancel and a[ the east end of the nave was
about -25 cm. (9-!9.)_ above that of the l2th-century nave, completely burying the
sarcophagus (p. 3T: The irregular setting of these bearers ihows that ihey werE not
meant to be seen; they would have been hidden by the base of the rood s-creen. It is
uncertain whether this alteration and the erection ofthe rood screen should be ascribed
to phase 3 or phase 4.

There can be no doubt that the late-medieval church gave the impression of a
Perpendicular building. Cox, sullmarizing older descriptions, writes: 'It cirtainly seems
as if the church had been rebuilt in the time of Henry VII.. The conclusion ii borne
out by the sketch which he published.zz This shows a clerestory with square. probably
post-Reformation, windows,. late, perhaps l6th century, windows in the cfiancel,^together
with a range_ of wjndorrs with vertical tracery of rather earlier type in the southlisle.
It-seems unlikely that this aisle, the most modern part of the churcfi would have required
rebuildilg when the westward extension was undertaken in phase 4; it is therefore jikely
that both phase 3 and phase 4 date from after 1400 and tf,at they followed each othei
in succession d-uring the t5th and early-l6th centuries. The tower was also Perpendicular,
lhpqg! extensive repairs to the highest stage, forming the belfry, were cariied out in
1624.2t The chancel arch had octagonal responds and its asymmetrical setting would
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Fig. 5 St, Alkmund's Church: reconstruction of higlt cross (no. 3).
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have been disguised by the rood screen. The space in front of the blank wall on the
south was probably used as a continuing focus for devotion to St. Alkmund, perhaps
represented by a painting or a statue, or possibly by an altar placed in front ofthe screen.

The lSth-century parish book includes references to repairs, but none of the structural
work likely to have been carried out at this date would have left traces recoverable by
excavation. Glynne, writing about 1830, stated that the arcades had circular piers with
square capitals 'apparently modern'.24 A redecoration of the interior in the prevalent
classical taste seems indicated.

. THE FINDS
THB h.r-Coxqussr PeNNy (Pl. 3a), by Christopher Blunt

The solitary silver penny found in ttre excavations proves to be one of exceptional
interest. It may be described as follows:

obv. (+nllR lLlA FECIT small cross in centre, pellet in two quarrers

Rev. Dila DS,#
0' 'REx

w, 19.3 grs.
Die-axis t I

This coin is one of a well-known group issued by the Vikings in Northumbria at tle
turn of the ninth and tenth centuries.2s That coins of tle group have survived in
exoeptionally large quantities is entirely due to the discovery of some 3,000 in the great
Ctrerdale hoard from Lancashire, deposited c. 903. With the exception of Cuerdale, very
few find-spots are recorded. A few were found at Harkirke, also in Lancashire, in the
17th century, but were lost in the Civil War; a single coin was found in the Morley
St. Peter hoard in Norfolk, and one or two isolated specimens have turned up in
continental finds.26 Claims of doubtful authority for other find-spots have also been
made,2? but Lyon and Stewart say, with every justification, that it would be conservative
to estimate that at least 99 per cent of surviving examples come from Cuerdale. The
specimen from St. Alkmund's, though found in an unstratified context, may, I am
assured, be accepted as a genuine site find, and so adds a fourth English provenance
for coins ofthis group. It is ofparticular interest that it should have turned up in one
of the Five Boroughs of the Danes.

Most of the coins of this Northumbrian group bear the names of kings Siefred or
Cnut (or of both) of whom little otherwise is known. Some bear the mint-name of York
and a few that of Quentovic, the trading c€ntre at the mouth of the Canche in the Pas
de Calais. The coin from St. Alkmund, however, has neither personal nor mint-name.
The inscriptions on both sides, which may be interpreted as MIRABILIA rsctr and
o[omi]N[u]s o[eu]s o[mnipotens]nrx, are liturgical.

The type, one of the less common ones, is 'g' in the British Museum Classification.2s
The reverse die is not found used on any specimen in the British Museum and, as that
institution clearly sought to retain a specimen from every die in the Cuerdale hoard,
may be a new one. The obvserse die appears to be the one used for no. 1072 in the
British Museum Catalogue.2e

OrneR CorNs lNp ToreNs, by E. W. Danson

Romut
c. A.D. 274-284.'Barbarous radiate' or local copy of an antoninianus.
Obv, Traces of right-facing bust and Avc at end of legend. Outer circle shows that

much of the design is off the flan.
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Rev. Suggestions of a standing figure.
Bronze: 16-20 mm. (oval). Condition very poor indeed due to wear and corrosion.
Identification confirmed by Professor H. B. Mattingly.

The antoninianus was technically a silver coin but, by this time, it had become so
debased that the silver content was sometimes less than I per cent.

British Isles
James I or Charles I

Royal farthing token.
Obv. No features visible.
Rev. Only strings of harp, base of crown and e of ru visible.
Copper: 16 mm. Yery coroded and fragile.

These tokens, manufactured under royal licence during the period 1613-36 by Lord
Harrington, the duke of Lennox, the duchess of Richmond and Lord Maltravers in turn,
yielded considerable profits to the licensees because oftheir low metal content. Inevitably
they were unpopular with the public and Derby was one of the many places where
outcries against them were recorded. The tokens were suppressed by Parliament in 1644.

Charles II
Farthing.
Copper: 22 mm. Very worn, date not visible (struck for years 1672:75 and 1679).

James II

Hans Schultes, maker, active c. 1570-84

Outer circles beaded, inner circles plain.
Obv. .vND'cLIcK.Isr'wALczET (Good fortune comes in cycles)
Rev. .HANS'scHvLTEs'zv'NvRE

Quatrefoil stops both sides.
24.5 mm. Fair; cracked and bent.

Irish'Gun Money'shilling, large size. Aug: 1689.
'Brass'; 25 mm. Fair, slightly buckled.
Issued in Ireland after James's abdication from the English throne, in order to pay
his troops fighting against the forces of William II[, and struck from any convenient
metal such as church bells, old cannon and kitchen utensils. These coins, which are
unusual in that they show the month of issue, would not legally circulate in Great
Britain.

Nuremberg jelons or reckoning counters

The eight specimens found are all of the common, standard type, manufactured
c.1550-1650, viz:

Obv. Three open crowns and three fleurs de lis arranged alternately around a rose,
all within an inner circle. kgend between inner and outer circles.

Rev. A crowned orb (reichsapfef within a double tressure of curves and angles,
all within an inner circle. Legend between inner and outer circles. flte
reichsapfel was one of the symbols of Nuremberg.

All eight specimens are made of brass but now have a coppery appearance.
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Hans Krauwinckel, maker, active c. 1600-35

All four specimens have beaded inner and outer circles. The legends of the first three
begin with rosettes of seven pellets.

Obv. HANNs ;KRAvwrNcKBL. rN. NVRENBE
Rev. cLvcK.BEscHERT.Isr.vN.cEwERT (Good fortune comes unexpectedly)
24-25 mm. Little wear, but slight corrosion.
Obv. HANNS. KRAvwINcKEL. IN.NvR
Rev. corEs.REIcH.BLIBT.EwIcrn (God's kingdom endures for ever)
2l'5 mm. Little wear, but pierced.
Obv. HANNS. KRAvwrNcKEL.rN.Nv
Rev. corns.REICH.BLrBT.EwIcK
2l .5 mm. Little wear, but moderate corrosion.
Obv. corBs sEcEN MAcIrr REIcH (God's blessing enriches)
Rev. (Rosette of pellets?) HANNs KRAvMNcKEL IN Nv
No stops between words.
22 mm. Slight wear, some surface pitting.

Anonymous
With meaningless or fictitious legends. All three specimens have plain inner and outer

circles. Doubtful letters are shown in square brackets.
Obv. :rosvAro:sAEGrr[A]rE
Rev. (Open crown) tv[c]rcsmnolv[c]r[c{ Double tressure of three arcs only.
25 mm. Fair; two chips missing.
Obv. (Rosette) ur,ccflu]rcoaurEoAlMlo Lombardic Ms.
Rev. (Wedge pointing downward) BAIoABIoABonI[--]ot
25 mm. Fair, slightly buckled. Portion almost detached by crack.
Obv. MoBvpEMoBvpEuo[non]e Closed Lombardic Es. Nine (?) annulets touching

inside of inner circle.
Rev. (Open crown) norravonoBpAvoBDEp The Ds appear to be reversed Lombardic

Es and the Es resemble reversed Bs without the uprights.
26 mm. Cracked, chipped and distorted into scyphate (saucer) shape. Obverse
(convex) fair; reverse (protected by concavity) fine.

It will be noted that 11 of these 12 pieces are of the lTth century or a little earlier.
Jetons (orjettons) were used in conjunction with a ruled or chequered cloth or board
for computation in Roman numerals. Although there is little evidence, it is possible that
'stock' type Nuremberg counters, found frequently in this country, were sometimes used
unofficially in place of farthings or even halfpence, being heavier and often better made
than the royal farthing tokens of James I and Charles I.

Scurptunso SroNrs
A number of sculptured stones of pre-Conquest date and a raised tomb cover of the

l2th century were found during the demolition of the medieval church in l8zl4 and in
the course of the present excavations. No complete list of those found in 1844 was
recorded and the first detailed account appeared in 1879.30 This included two sections
of cross shafts (nos. 5 and 6) and the hogback (no. 9), then preserved in Derby Museum,
together with a third fragment of a cross shaft, which had been walled into the Victorian
porch. The publication also illustrated from casts preserved in the Museum a fragment
of a further cross shaft (no. 4) and one of the pair of imposts (no. l), of which drawings
had already been p,rblished at the time of their discovery.3l The originals of the two
pieces published from casts and the second impost were no longer available in 1879
and have not since been located. In 1937 R. E. Routh included, in his Corpus of
pre-Conquest carved stones of Derbyshire,32 the three preserved in the Museum, together
with two others walled into the Victorian porch, one of which had been omitted from
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the account published in 1879. The present excavations have brought to light parts of
a shrine (no.2) and of a further high Cross (no. 3) and three grave covers.otre-Q9-nquest
date, oni of which is too defaceii for illustration (nos. 10, l1 and !2). lhe fglloy!ry
list ilso describes the raised grave cover, which was standing in the churchyard in l89l
(no. l3).

Ar c hit e c tur al fr agment s

Only two imposts are recorded among the pre-Conquest carv_ed stones found at
St. Ali<mund, a itriking contrast to the rich series 

-of 
friezes found at Breedon-on-the-Hill,

Leicestershire.33

I Two imposts with conical capitals (Fig. 4), now lost (Cox, pl. V E). Late tenth
or llth century, c. 1000.

The earliest record, of 1845, describes these stones as 'two capitals of co_nical form,
discovered under the pavement in the late church of St. Alkmuld, Delby'-.ll Cox, writing
in 1879, who illustraied one of the stones from a cast, then in Derby Museum, states
that th6y were 'about a foot square' and 'must have pertained_ to some small arch'.3s
Clapham, who reproduced the-original drawings,3o u6d_t that 'they are unusually tall
in dropoition to fheir diameter, and, with the iest of the stone, from which they are
cut, ari enriched with a profusion of haphazard and somewhat barbaric ornament;-the
anile of one stone, aboie the capital, is carved with a human head. The recessed or
no-ok shaft of thes6 capitals seems to place them into the llth ceqt]ry.'The scale of
the ornament shows that they formed part of a comparatively, small -opening, such as

the north door of the church at Hadstotk, Essex.37 The crude form of the imposts, cut
in one piece with the capital, might justify a slightly earlier date than that proposed
by Clapham, possibly in the late tenth century.

Shrine
The early Christian shrine was a relic holder, containing either the body of a saint,

perhaps diiarticulated, or representative relics, which need not necessarilybe corporeal.
The sircophagus found during the excavations, with its rich integrated decoration on
all four sitles 

-and on the cove-r, was a shrine designed to contain the body of a saint.
It is possible that the raised tomb cover (no. 13) was also part.of a shrine, but it-could
also have covered the grave of a persori of importance and it has been classed as a
grave cover in this report.
2 Sarcophagus with broken fragment of cover (Pls. 

_ 
4-l). Ninth 

-century_._ 
The

monolithi^c sircophagus measures 2'tO m. (6 ft. l0 in). 9y 90-cm.-(] ft.1-9t55^ 9-,
(1 ft. l0 in.) hig6. T-he irregular interior measures approximately l'!s_m..(5 ft. 9 in.)
Ly ?0 cm. <Z fi I in.) by 40 cm. (l ft. 4 in.) deep. The fragment of the lid measures
4i cm. (1 fi.4 in.) bi 38 cm. (l fi. 3 in.) by 14 cm. (51 !n.) thick; it originally fitted
over the'sarcophagus. The mateiial is a coarse weathered, felspathic sandstone with mica.

Found in the south-+ast corner of the nave, carefully buried with the lid level with
the surface of the pavement of phase 2. The sarcophagus, with its -rich decoration, was

clearly intended to stand above lround. It-s carefulburial in the l2th century shows that
it wai an object connected with the cult of a saint. In view of the date and of the history
of the churCh, this can only be St. Alkmund (pp. 55 and 56).

The body of the sarcophagus is approximately rectangular -with broad chamfered
angles andihe longer sidei slightly coiivex. The interior-isro-ughly hollowed out,-with
roinded corners. TIe cover, wf,ichwas a separate stone, had chamfered edges and fitted
on the flat top of the body; barely l0 per cent remains. The monolithic body was cracked
into three pi6ces when m&ed. These have been joined and the measurements are those
of the restored monument in Derby Museums'

With the exception of the bottom, which was dressed flat to stand on the floor of
the church, the ivhole of the external faces, including the cover, are ornamented with
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panels of regular, well-designed, interlace. Two separate strands, with a fillet between,
rise up each ofthe chamfered angles and continue along the sloping edges ofthe covei
to return down the adjacent angles. Within these borders each facl constitutes a separate
panel framed in a plain margin. The flat surface of the cover seems to have forined a
similar panel, but the remaining part is too small to provide a reconstruction of the
design or to exclude the possibility that it included a central feature, such as a cross.

The interlace is well set out with thick strands and prominent intersections. It may
be compared-with that on the large cross shaft (no. 15) at Breedon, Leicestershire,3s
which dates from before 875. On stylistic grounds a date in the late eighth or ninth
centuries is indicated.

The de-sign of thesarcophagus is inspired by a wooden building with the uprights bent
over to frame panels of wattling. It recalls the little wooden [ouse' erected bver the
relics of St. Cradda, when tlese were translated from the cemetery into the church of
St. Peter at Lichfield.3e The sarcophagus at St. Alkmund, with its Claborate decoration,
was clearly intended to stand on the floor of the church and form the shrine of the saint,
when his relics were translated from Lilleshall, where he was first buried (p. 55). The
size of the shrine indicated that the body was not yet disarticulated or that it had some
inner casing, perhaps a wooden coffin, which could not be discarded.

Crosses

- A-1glo-Sqx9n_crosses gre of two, functionally distinct, types. The large, high cross must
be distinguished from the individual memorial or headstone. Visually the-distinction is
o-ne 9!sr7e and subject an! a discussion offragments, such as are recorded in this report,
9lould always, when possible, include an estimate of the original dimensions of the cioss.
This is not always possible, forexample no. 7. Nor is the cri[erion of size always decisive.
Early Irish crosses which fall functionally into the class of high crosses are often
comparatively small - about I m, (3 ft. 3 in.) high+o - and theie small crosses may
have continued in use in Northumbria and Mercia.

The high cross was basically commemorative or historical. It was designed to bring
to the notice of all who saw it general or special aspects of the Christiin faith or oT
the monastery or land in which it stood. It was a pubfic monument intended to instruct
or inspire-the faithful. The high-cross might be useti to mark the holy places (loca sancta)
set aside for public wg,rqlip _or lor burial. A continental writer of thi rfarly eighth centurj,
describes how, as a child, the future St. Willibald was offered to the se-nice of God ai
the foot of the cross. The scene was in Wessex and tle narrative continues: 'for it is
the custom of the Saxon people (i.e. in Britain) to erect on the estates of nobles, not
a church, but the standard of the holy cross raised on high'.4l But these crosses were
more -usua-lly associated with monasteries or minster chuiches. The most illuminating
record is the^e-arly_seyentlr1enlury p-lan of the Irish monastery of Tech Moling, drawi
on a Page of the Book of Mulling.a2 This shows named crosses standing in relation to
the schematic circle, which represents the monastic enclosure (vallum monasterii). This
ev^tqenge- may- legitimably U" applied to England in view of the widespread iniluence
of the Irish missions to Northumbria and Mercia. Moreover, there is evidtnce to suggest
that the use of the ligh cross, which is attested in early Christian days, was arl Iiish
custom adopted by the Anglo-Saxon church.

The Anglo-Saxon high cross is often a monument of considerable size. Ruthwell and
lewcastle, which a1e am,ong the earliest in the series, both rose to a height of over
I e. (10 ft 6 in:).41 Gosforth, a late example, and one of the few that remlains intact,
lt l.l? m. (14 fr 6. !n.) high.a Coilingwobd's restored drawings of Ilkley and Otley
both show crosses rising to a heigbt of more than 4 m. (13 ft.7t{1c7. no. 3).

The headstone seldor-n exceeds I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) in height. The two crosses at Middleton,
Yorkshire,'16 are typical, but many are much smaller. The faces of these two crosses thai
are usually illustrated as examples of the Scandinavian ribbon animal, are the backs of
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the two crosses. On the front is either a very stylized warrior with his weapons - sword,
axe, etc. - or a huntsman. The figures indicate the character of tlese crosses as

individual memorials. Many other examples could be cited from the areas of Danish
settlement in northern and eastern England, though not all portray the individual
commemorated. They are not essentially different in form or function from the stones
recently discovered in position in the pre-Conquest cemetery under the south 

-transept
of Yoric Minster and nbt yet published- or frorn-those in the long-known series from the
early cemeteries below thepavement of Peterborough CathedralaT or under the ramparts
of the Norman castle at Cambridge.a8 In all these cases the headstones were associated
with grave covers and there are cases of the association of headstones with hogbacks,
the slgnificance of which has recently been reassessed.4e

The classification of fragments of sculptured crosses is not always easy. As a working
rule it seems to be establiihed that anylhaft which exceeds 2 m. (6 ft. 6 in.) in height
must be classed as a high cross. In most cases a cross less than I m. (3 ft. ] in) !!g!t
is a headstone, while the greater number falling between these limits are probably high-
crosses. More easily estaSlished, when dealing with fragments, is the measurement of
the section. But here there are wide variations due to differences in the stone used.
Any shaft of which the dimensions exceed 30 cm. (l ft.) by 20 cm. (8 in.) is likely to
be a high cross.

3 Arm and parts of shaft of High Cross (Pls. lb and 3b; Fig. 5). Ninth century.

a The arm, which has been roughly broken off, measures 35 cm' (l ft. l+ in.) by
2l cm. (8{ in.) high by 15 cm. (6 in.) thick.

Re-used in the foundation for the eastern pier of the south arcade of period 2 (p. 32;
Pl. lb).

The arm, which had been trimmed for re-use, had a slight rectangular terminal (Fig. ?).
The curve of the two sides has a radius of about 24 cm. (10 in.), indicating a head with
a width of about 108 cm. (3 ft. 6 in.).

The best-preserved face has a bold interlace within a plain margin. The other -face
had a similir pattern, now largely obliterated. The outer end retains two parallel lines
from a frame with a plain centre. The curved edges are plain.

D Part of the shaft, measuring I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) high by a maximum of 35 cm. across
and 33 cm. (l ft. I in.) thick (Pl. 3b).

The material is a coarse weathered feldspathic sandstone with mica. Found re-used
in the outer face of the rebuilt south wall of the eastern annexe (Pl. 2a).

The best-preserved face was covered with a well-desigrred interlace within a double
margin. At- one point design and margin are interruplqd b_y a blob within three
semicircles. A sydmetrical ristoration oi the design woirta indicate an original width
of about 55 cm. (l ft. 9 in.) at this point. If the blob be regarded as a central point
in the design a heignt of at least I .6Om. (5 ft. 3 in.) would be required. But the surface
below the -UtoU nas been dressed back, so.that sufficient remains only to show that the
interlace continued, not to re{over the pattern, The sinister arris is preserved only as
far down as the blob; below this it is dressed off. Sufficient remains to show that the
shaft had a noticeable taper, but this cannot be exactly calculated. The restoration
(Fig. 5) is only approximdtely correct. The sinister fa;ce retains only slight traces of a
&eised-off deiign-, probably in interlace. The original thickness of the shaft cannot be
estimated.

A similar stone measuring 1.34 m. (4 ft. al in.) high by 4l cm. (l ft.-4 in)_ ac-ross

by 3l cm. (1 ft.) thick was found re-used in a-simllar position in the north wall of the
annexe. The orirament was completely dressed ofr but irregularities on the prlncipa!
surface indicated the former existence of a similar design. This second fragment belonged
to the same shaft.
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The section of the shaft, at least 55 cm. (l ft. 9 in.) by 3l cm. (l ft.) indicates a
monument on the same scale as the Bewcastle Cross, the shaft of which tapers from
579m. (l ft. 10, in.) by 53 cm. (l ft. 9 in.) to 36 cm. (l ft.2 in.) by 33 cm. (l ft. I in.)
and rises to a height of 4'40 m. (14 ft. 6 in.;.so There is no reason why the St. Alkmund
cross should not have been on a similar scale, perhaps as a composite monument with
a separate head or with the shaft in two pieces. The restoration, which has been
attempted, is necessarily conjectural, in view of the uncertainty about the taper.

The interlace resembles that on the sarcophagus (no. 2). A date in the ninth century,
contemporary with this, is probable, but the cross could be rather older.

4 Part of shaft of cross (Fig. 6), now lost. Ninth century.
Cox, writing in 1879, illustrates, from a cast then in Derby Museum, a part of a cross

shaft. His note reads:'Another cast of a missing stone is part of a thirdcross of freer
pattern'.Sl Only one face of the shaft is shown. Assuming that the larger drawings are to
the same scale - and as far as can be checked this is the case - the shaft was oiiginally
!9 -c.. (2 ft. 8 in.) wide and the remaining fragment measured about 55 cm. (l ft.10 in)
hish.

A smooth-bodied beast is enmeshed in a vine scroll. The design is carried out in slight
reliei not in the flat technique ofthe two shafts next discussed (nos. 5 and 6) and appears
to represent the earliest surviving sculpture found on the site. The shaft, so far as the
drawing shows, can be compared with monuments like the cross at Aldborough.sz
A date early in the ninth century is indicated.

Fig. 6 St. Alkmund's Church: part of cross shaft.

5 Section of shaft of high cross (PIs. 6-7) (Cox, pl. V, B). Ninth century.
The shaft tapers from 37 cm. (l ft. 2 in.) by 30 cm. (l ft.) to 35 cm. (l ft. I in.) by

25 cm. (10 in.). The section is 75 cm. (2 ft. 6 in.) high.
Found in 18,14 and in Derby Museum in l879.sl
The carving on all four faces is executed in a linear technique with the background

cut away to leave the design with a flat surface in the same plane as the frame formed
by the arris of the stone on each side. The pattern is emphasized by incision and by
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slight sinkings, which enhance details, such as the intersection ofthe strands ofinterlace.
It is uncertain which face formed the front of the shaft; it was probably that described
as face A. The other faces are described anti-clockwise.

Face A is divided into two panels by a plain elliptical arch linking the frame on either
side. At the base is an animal with the head turned back to the dexter. The body is
covered with scales within a plain margin edged by an incised line; the eye and other
details are also shown by incision. A long tongue with a median groove issues from
the mouth and is looped through a strand of interlace (now largely lost) to a scrolled end.
Above the arch an animal facing dexter has the long neck thrown back. The body has
a plain margin and a simple emphasis of the joints, all indicated by incision. There is
a prominent crest at the back of the head. The long tongue with median groove passes
across the neck and is looped through the tail and round the erect right foreleg to finish
with a scrolled end. The tail passes behind the body to form an interlace between the
legs. Above, in the same panel a similar animal stands to sinister; the head is missing
and only the stump of the erect tail remains. The missing parts of the animals would
require an addition of at least 20 cm. (8 in.) at the bottom and l0 cm. (4 in.) at the top.

Face B forms a single panel, with the design extending in both directions beyond the
present limits of the stone. Below an incomplete panel of interlace is a combat between
two animals. Both have plain bodies with margins marked by an incised line and the
details shown by incision. The upper animal has its long neck turned back and
downward to grip the pendent end of a strand of the interlace. The left hind leg penetrates
the neck of the second animal, which grips the underside of the body of its opponent.
Two of the feet impinge on the sinister margin of the panel. A completion of the combat
scene would require only a slight addition at the bottom of the panel; the interlace must
have extended for a considerable height, which cannot be estimated.

Face C is badly worn and weathered and the detail is difficult to decipher. There is
a single panel with interlaced ribbon animals, incomplete at both top and bottom.
The scaly coiled bodies are linked by plain strands. An acceptable restoration of the
design would require at least 25 cm. (10 in.) added at both top and bottom of the panel.
The concept may be compared with similar panels on a shaft at Colernesa and another
from Ramsbury, both in Wiltshire.ss

Face D is divided into three panels by flat elliptical arches, as on face A. At the bottom
an animal has a lumpy, toadJike, head turned backward to dexter. The body is covered
with scales within a plain margin, outlined by an incised line. The prominent eye and
other detail are also incised. The tongue is looped round the erect tail and penetrates the
body to disappear across the broken lower margin; the lower part of the body and legs
are lost. In the central panel an animal similar to that in the centre of face A has a
simple pendent tongue and erect tail, both with scrolled ends. Below the body is a simple
knot with scrolled ends. At the top an incomplete bird faces dexter. The body has the
joints indicated and a plain margin. The long pinions of the wing and tail are indicated
by incision. To complete the animal and bird an extension at least 15 cm. (6 in.) at the
bottom and l0 cm. (4 in.) at the top would be required.

Face C shows that a further length of 50 cm. (l ft. 7 in.) is the least that can be added
to the shaft to give a reasonable layout. In practice, as the divisions between panels do
not coincide on faces A and D, a considerably greater addition would be needed.
To this minimum length of 1.25 m. (4 ft. I in.) must be added a head of some 60 cm.
(2 ft.), making a minimum height of over 2 m. (6 ft. 6 in.), showing that this was another
high cross, comparable in scale with no. 3.

Stylistically, a close local parallel is provided by the rather smaller shaft from
Bre,edon-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire, though the animals there lack the plain margin
outlined by an incised line - the so-called double outline. Breedon ceased to exist as
a monastery in c. 874 and the site was still derelict in 967.s6

Penetration, of which two instances occur on this shaft, has been discussed by
Kendrick.sT It involves the piercing of the body of an animal by one of its members
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or by a member of another animal or the piercing of a leaf by _!he stalk of a planl,
in caies where interlacing would normally show the member or stalk passing completely
over or behind the boily or leaf. The mannerism is found more than once in the
ornamental pages of the Rome Gospels (Codex Vaticanus latinus 570), an-eigtth-century
ms. in Angl-o-Sa:ron majuscule, probably written in Englan4.s8 It can also be seen on
a number 6f cross fragments, including the shaft at Croft, Yorkshire,s9 which probably
dates to c. 800 or the early ninth century and the reverse of the larger shatt at Middleton,
Yorkshire,60 for which a date c. 900 has been suggested.

This cross shaft has been the subject of much discussion, both concerning its date and
its relation to the Scandinavian Jellinge style. The first question is relevant to the present
report and must be reconsidered in the light of the new evidence provided by the
et'cavations. The second raises questions too wide to be conveniently discussed in the
present context.

The architectural evidence from the excavations shows that the church of St. Alkmund
suffered extensive damage during the pre-Conquest period, involving the complete
rebuilding of the eastern annexe and the abandonment of the south, and also presumably
of the no-rth, porticus. There is no evidence about the structural state of the nave at
this time. But the rarity of early burials in this part of the church and the survival of
both the cult of St. Alkmund and of the shrine, in which his relics were treasured (no. 2),
suggests that the site continued to serve as a @ntre of Christian worship-. The_rebuilding
took place before c. 1000 when the Treatise on the Resting Place of the Saints was
compiled (p. 55) and the imposts (no. l) of about the same date pr-obably mar-k,its
conciusionl At tiie same time fraguents of at least one high cross (no. 3) were available
for re-use as building material. All this points to the destruction of the Church, but does
not preclude its continued use after temporary repairs,- carried out soon after the
destrirction. These developments must be interpreted in the light of the religious and
ecclesiastical history of this part of Meroia.

North-+astern Mercia, the area later known as the Five Boroughs, of which Derby
was one, was 'shared out' by the Danish army in 877.0t Derby, eventually, if lot
immediately, became the centre of a Danish a.rmy.62 This army was heathen and a
heathen cemetery of 60 mounds has been located in the Trent valley at Ingleby, ten,k_m.
(six miles) south of the city. The six excavated mounds covered cremations, one of which
iu.. ,..oiri"t d with a sivord hilt of c. 900.63 Place names show that Scandinavian
settlement was dense in the valley of the Trent, in the later Hundred of Repton and
Gresley, and in Scarsdale, along the county boundary north of Derby. In the interven]ng
Hundied of Litchurch and Morley, which includes Derby, Scandinavian infuence is less
marked in the place names, but is still significant.6a The whole of this area must have
had a substanti-al heathen element, which was politically dominant during the 4O years
of Danish rule. Even in the north-west of the county, in the later Hundred of High Peak,
where the place-name evidence shows far less Scandinavian influence, land was, Feing
bought back from the heathen (pagani) in the first decade of the tenth_ c_entury.6s It is
reasonable to conclude that the damage to the church of St. Alkmund and the destruction
of the high cross (no. 3) were associated with the Danish settlement in 877 and that
the ethoiof the region was essentially heathen during the 40 years that followed.

The evidence is admittedly meagre, though it all points in the same direction. And
it may legitimately be supplemented by the fuller record of the analogous,a-rea {otlhqt
south- EastAngiia and thb Fenland -which 

has beenanalyzed by DorothyWhitelock.66
Her conclusionslndicate that there was a widespread acceptance of Christianity by the
end of the ninth century, but that ecclesiastical reorganization was delayed till the time
of Theodred, Bishop of London (c. 909121-55) and Oda, Archbishop of Canterbury
Q42-58). For the arta of the Five Boroughs a similar chronology is borne_ olt by the
iailure [o re-establish the see of Leicester and the ephemeral character of the see of
Lindsey, before its union with Dorchester in 958. The re+stablishment of monasticism
had to 

-await 
the practical enthusiasm of St. Aethelwold, Bishop of Winchester (963-84).67
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That the church of St. Alkmund was patched up and continued to serve the needs
of the local Christian community throughout this century-long interval is a reasonable
conjecture in full accord with the evidence of the excavations. That it was in a position
to erect a high cross on the scale of this monument is hardly credible. Nor is it likely
that the heathen army based on Derby would have tolerated the erection of such a
monument in the period before 917. The church lay close to the north gate of the borough,
through which ran the road to Scarsdale, one of the principal areas of Scandinavian
settlement. The heathen attitude to Christianity is perhaps better illustrated by the
account of the settlement of Brattahlid, on Ericsfjord, in Greenland,6S as recorded in
the Sagas. Eric the Red remained a heathen when his wife, Thjodhild, was converted
to Christianity and she built her church 'away from the farm' (eigi allanaer husunum),
doubtless out of respect for her husband. In the writer's opinion we are compelled to
accept Kendrick's argument 'that the St. Alkmund's cross shaft is English in the sense
that it was carved before the Danes took possession of Derby'.6e This implies a date
in the middle or third quarter of the ninth century, a period borne out by the comparison
with the shaft at Breedon-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire, and the use of penetration.

It remains only to consider the detailed argument put forward by Brondsted in l924,to
which has had a wide influence on all subsequent writing. Discussing the shaft at
Collingham, Yorkshire, he drew attention to the animals on one of the larger faces,
which'are furnished with three new features: lappets, double contour lines and spiral
ends to the thighs - the so-called joint-spirals - three characteristic details, which
together alter very materially the ornamental effect of the whole design'. He pointed
out that these details were 'well-known peculiarities of the Scandinavian Jellinge style',
but that they had previously been almost unknown on northern English crosses. They
appeared suddenly and 'must be interpreted as a direct loan from Scandinavia'. The
chronological implication was that crosses showing these features were later than the
Danish settlements of c. 870.

Collingwood was greatly influenced by Brondsted and adopted his chronology.Tl
But he had reservations, pointing out that the'double outline' cannot be confined to
the period after the Danish settlements, as it is found on the cross at HacknessTz with
its inscription in honour of Abbess Aethelburga; this he argued must have been set up
before c. 870, when the community came to an end. It is possible to go further. Both
the 'double outline' (plain margin indicated by an incised line) and the joint spiral are
well established in Insular art at a much earlier date. They occur, for instance, on the
Lion of St. Mark and the Calf of St. Luke in the Book of DurrowT3 and on the stele
from Papil in Shetland.?4 They are basically calligraphic and were absorbed into the
repertory of sculpture on stone, when a flat barbaric style replaced the relief drawn
from classical models. There is no need to look to Scandinavia, if an outside source
is required. The lappet is nowhere closely defined by Brondsted, but he agrees that the
animals at Collingham, and by implication at St. Alkmund, are basically English, in
the tradition of the 'Anglian beast'. In the opinion of the present writer Brsnsted's
derivation of these features, and with it the chronological implications of a post-Danish
settlement date, must be rejected. That it has seemed necessary to spend so much space on
a comparatively minor point is a tribute to a writer, whose penetrating analysis of the
art of these crosses was seminal and is still bearing fruit.?s

6 Section of cross shaft (Pl. 8). Ninth century.

Tapers from l8 cm. (7 in.) by 15 cm. (6 in.) to 14 cm. (51 in.) square; 52 cm. high.
Found in 1844 and in Derby Museum in 1879 (Cox, pl. V, C).

The carving is carried out in a very low relief, rising from a sunk background.
It is uncertain which face formed the front of the cross. They are described anti-clockwise,
starting from the best preserved. Face D, one of the narrower faces and therefore an
edge of the shaft, is missing.
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Face A (Pl. 8a) is a single panel with an arched base of elliptical form and incomplete
at the top. The panel, now 36 cm. (la in.) high, has an animal facing sinister with a
long peniient tongue. Slight crescents, placed at random, decorate the body. The tail
coils round and ends in a bird's head. An addition of l0 cm. (4 in.) would be sufficient
to complete the missing part of the head.

Face B (Pl. 8b) is much weathered and has a similar, but narrower, panel. The panel
appears to contain an elongated bird with the neck stretched upward to cross the neck
o-f a similar bird reversed. Most of the second bird is missing. If the interpretation is
correct a symmetrical treatment of the theme would require a panel 60 cm. (2 ft.) high.
Details appear to have been shown by incision, but the stone is too far perished to recover
these.

Face C has a panel similar to face A, with an animal in the same style. All detail
has been lost through weathering.

The design of face B, if it is correctly interpreted, would suggest that the ornamented
shaft stood to a height of 60 cm. (2 ft.) above a plain base of l8 cm. (7 in.) which would
have been set in the ground. To this would be added a cross head of about 45 cm.
(l ft. 6 in.), giving a total visual height of I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) or slightly over.

The design on face B, as interpreted, derives from birds on the Lindisfarne Gospels,
a Northumbrian Ms. of the early eighth century, where the motif of interlaced birds
appears on fol. 139a.?6 On stone, the nearest analogy is the cross at Aberlady,TT which
shoutd probably be dated before 800. The beasts on the larger faces may be compared
witl those on the shaft at Otley,za but they are more stylized and probably later.
The incised crescents link the shaft with the high cross at Breedon-on-the-Hill,
I*icestershire.T9

The much-weathered surface of the stone makes it difficult to determine the function
of this cross. The suggested dimensions would be appropriate to a large headstone and
the scale may be compared with a cross from Bradbourne, now in the Derby Museums,
which retains a considerable part of the head.8o The original dimensions of this cross
were about I m. (3 ft. 3 in.) high by 50 cm. (l ft. 8 in.) across the head. The Bradbourne
cross has interlaced ornament ofthe same character as that on the sarcophagus (no. 2)
and dates from the ninth century; Bradbourne has other carved stones, all apparently
antedating the Danish settlements of 877.

This small cross from St. Alkmund should be placed in the first half of the middle
of the ninth century.

7 Section of cross shaft (Pl. 9a). Ninth century.
Thirty-four cm. (131 in.) by 25 cm. (10 in.) by 60 cm. (2 ft.) high. Found in 1844 and

reset in outer wall of l9th-century south porch (Cox, pl. V, D). Now in Derby Museums.
The back and top ofthe stone have been dressed offfor re-use as a large quoin. In the

pro@ss the original thickness has been reduced from about 30 cm. (l I in.), as indicated
by the arch on the sinister face, to 25 cm. (10 in.). The angles on each side of the
best-preserved face have been treated as colonettes with capitals, from which springs
an arth. Above the capitals the spandrels are filled with weathered treeJike motifs, which
also spread on to the side faces. The remains of similar motifs at the back of the side
faces iuggest that the lost angles were treated in the same manner and that the shaft
originally had niches with figures on all four faces.

On the best-preserved face the niche contains a draped figure seated on a stool facing
sinister and holding a large book or tablet with the left hand. In the right hand a long
stylus with a cruciform head lies along the thigh. Above and in front of the head is
a winged figure, badly damaged, but probably an angel. The niche on the sinister face
has a-similar seated figure with a bird in front. The whole surface has been roughly
dressed back for re-use. The design on the dexter face was similar; only the head of
the figure and a long shaft, possibly a sword, extending across the line of the arch are
now visible.
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Though stiff and lifeless, the carving is still in the Mercian tradition of !h9 eigh- th
century. The best-preserved figure is probably St. Matthew, to whom an angel is dictatigs
the G6spel in acCordance with early traditionsl St. John the Evangelist occupies the
sinister panel and the dexter may well be St. Paul.

A rather earlier example in the same tradition, though not in Mercia, occurs oq tle
long slab, perhaps an altar frontal, at Hovingham, Yorkshire.82 The St. Alkmund shaft,
byieasonbf its subject and its size, belonged to a high cross, though no_estimate of
tlie height can be given. It is therefore unlikely to date after the Danish settlements and
should be ascribed to the middle or first half of the ninth century.

8 Section of cross shaft (Pl. 9b). Tenth or llth century.

Thirty cm. (ll{ in.) by 13 cm. (5 in.) by 40 cm. (15} in.) high. Found in 1844 and
reset in the outer wall of the l9th-century porch.

The dexter angle of the main face has a rounded arris. The sinister angle has been
dressed off, but the symmetrical character of the design shows that the shaft was about
33 cm. (13 in.) wide at the present bottom and that it tapered slightly.

The main face has two figures facing forward and standing on each side of a central
shaft which branches to foim arches above their heads; the outer ends of the arches
rest on their shoulders. The shaft continues upwards. The figures were close-fitting tunics
with flared skirts reaching to the knee. The arms are bent inwards at right angles to
grasp the central shaft.

The dexter face has the remains of a continuous panel of poor, heavy interlace. The
design shows that the original thickness of the cross shaft was about 20 cm. (8 in.).

Assuming a second range of figures, as indicated by the continuation of the central
shaft, a minimum height of 90 cm. (3 ft.) shows that this was part of a high cross.

The symmetrical arrangement of the figures and the hard, formal design belong to
one of the late panelled shafts, in which 'the figure subject itself had degenerated into
a purely ornamental composition without serious doctrinal significance'.83 The cross shaft
af Ayciiffe, Durham,84 i6 a better-preserved example of the style, which belongs to the
later-tenth and 1lth centuries. The piece from St. Alkmund is probably late in the series.

The model behind the design may well be a representation of the Temptation, with
the hands of Adam and Eve stretched out towards the tree, round which the serpent,
here missing, is coiled.ss

Grave covers

Ornamented grave covers are rare in the earlier pre-Conquest period, before the
Scandinavian settlements of the ninth century. In the later period they become
increasingly common. A number have been found in position in cemeteries in association
with smal-cruciform headstones, most notably at York in the cemetery under the floor
of the south transept of the Norman minster, as yet unpublished, and at Camb-ridge,
under the ramparti of the Norman castle.86 The practice continued after 1066;.the
cemetery of thd Cathedral at Old Sarum is a good example, with gr_av9.s dating mainly
from thir 12th century.8? There are a number of specialized types, including the hogback
of the Viking age (no. 9) and the raised and arcaded cover (no. l3).

9 Part of hogback grave cover (Pl. l0) (Cox, pl. V, A). Tenth century.

The surviving part is 30 cm. (l ft.) with a pentagonal section of which the maximum
measurements ira :S cm. (15 in.) by 35 cm. (tS+ in.) high. The flat base 36 cm. (14 in.)
across is rather narrower ihan the maximum breadth at the base of the gable.

The section comes near one end ofthe hogback. This end has been dressed back to
a vertical face. The other end of the section has been roughly broken.
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The body ofthe bear, which once adorned the end ofthe hogback, has largely been
dressed off and the head is reduced to a shapeless lump, barely rising above the apex
ofthe stone. But the paws can still be seen, eitended along the irris at the foot ofelch
slope of the gable.

The sides of the stone and the slopes of the gable form separate fields demarcated
by plain margins. The sinister side has an elaborately interlaced serpent with a prominent
head swallowing the tail of itself or of another serpent. The design extended beyond
the broken end, probably to the full length ofthe stone. The head has a large eye and
a median groove extends the full length of the body. The slope of the gable is filled
with inegular interlace, also with a median groove. The much-weathered second
slope had a similar design. The dexter side has a heavy clumsy interlace with a median
groove. The coils swell in places with groove marking the outline. This design was
probably also of serpents interlaced, as on the opposite side.

The hogback grave cover is a house-shaped grave cover of the Viking age.88 Its
distribution in England is centred in Yorkshire, with outliers in the valley of the middle
Trent and to the north-west. In Scotland nearly all the known examples lie on the east
side of the country. Hogbacks occur in groups on some sites which have no known
monastic character; ten are recorded at Brompton in Yorkshire.8g There is also evidence
of their association with small standing headstones. The background suggests that they
are the tombs of laymen of high rank and not of ecclesiastics. The use of the bear at
the end of many of the covers is an additional link with Scandinavia, where the animal
had sacred connections. The fragment from St. Alkmund is not among the earliest and
should be placed late in the tenth century.

l0 Grave cover (Pl. lla). Eleventh century.
l'40 m. (4 ft. 8 in.), tapering from 45 cm. (l ft. 5 in.) to 35 cm. (l tt. 2 in.) wide

by 20 cm. (8 in.) thick. The material is a coarse arkolic sandstone. Found re-used in
the west part of the foundations of the north wall of phase 3.

On the surface a shaft, originally with a double outline, rises from a wider base with
concave sides to carry a, cup-shaped head with a triquetra knot, of which the lower
member is rounded. The sides of the cover are plain.

ll Grave cover (Pl. llb). Eleventh century.
1.30 m. (4tt.4 in.) by 45 cm. (1 ft. 5 in.) by 28 cm. (ll in.) thick. About l0 cm.

(a in.) is missing from one end, giving an original length of 1.40 m. (4 ft. 8 in.). The
material is a decalcified oolitic limestone, badly weathered. Found re-used at the
south-east corner of the crypt of Phase 2. Within a plain margin, a double cross. The
sides are plain.

12 Oval grave cover (not illustrated). Eleventh century.
Sixty-six cm. (2 ft. 2 in.) by 30 cm. (l ft.) by 16 cm. (6 in.).
Found re-used in phase 2 near the north end of the east wall of the chancel.
The ends of diagonals spring from a plain margin; the central part of the design was

completely dressed off, before re-use, leaving a scar.

13 Raised grave cover (not illustrated). Twelfth century.
1.90 m. (6 ft.2 in.) long, tapering from 53 cm. (l ft. 9 in.) to 43 cm. (l ft. 5 in.)

by 33 cm. (l ft. I in.) high.
Till the recent demolition the stone stood in a niche specially made for it outside the

south wall of the Victorian vestry. It is now set on the floor under the concrete spire
at the south-west corner of the nave in the modern church of St. Alkmund.
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The long sides each have an arcade of 13 shallqw round-headed arches, which spring
from prodinent capitals. The top and ends are badly weathered and retain no traces

ofornlament. The ipacing of the^arcades suggests that the larger end has been slightly
cut back and that tihe coier originally measuied about 2 m. (6 ft. 6 in.).

Grave covers of this type with blank arcading on the sides and sometimes with
ornament on the top are not unusual in the l2th century. There isan elaborate example
ai Fordwich, near banterbury,e0 which probably always stood within the church' The
irciaing on i smaller grave cover from Giinford, Co. Durhg,m,er more closely.resembles

ttrai fr<iin St. Alkmun-d and is accompanied by crosses and an interlaced design on the
top. Gainford has produced a series ofpre-Conquest carved-stones, but the arcaded-grave

coier probably dates after 1100. A frigmentary examp-le l-.* .Ot!. Sarume2 was found
in the'lay-follis cemetery north-west o-f the Norman Cathedral. There is no reason to
connect iny of these grave covers, including that_ from St. Alkmund, with the shrine
of a saint, though the-possibility cannot be excluded.

SAINT ALKMUND
The history of the decline of Northumbria in the later- eighth century is recorded in

the laconic eirtries of the northern annalist, whose work is incorporated in the History
of the Kings of Symeon of Durham.e3 It is not-a story_of unrelieved disaster. Among
the rulers iUo uftetO the Christian practice of an earlier age lvss Alhrgdr Claiming
descent from Idi, he succeeded in los. During his reigg a Ng4hupbrian_ Synod
authorized the miision to Frisia of St. Willehad, *ho Iater founded the See of Bremeg,
which became an influential centre for Christian missions to the Scandinavian north.
Alhred was deposed in 774, apparently by a formal act of the nobles and of the royal
household. He withdrew first to Bamburgh and then into exile.

Alhred had two sons. The elder, Osred, ruled briefly for a year. The younger, Alkmund,
is the subject of an enigmatic entry in the annals for the year 800. 'In the sam€-year
Alkmund, the son of (ing Alhred, was seized, as some say, qy tfq--aggnts o.f King
nirdwufifing of Northuirbria from 796 to 8l0) gld-qy his orders killed in exile with
his followirs'.e-4 Eardwulf had placed himself and his kiigdom uq{9r th9 protection of
Charlemagne. In 801 he had invaded Mercia, where,King Coenwulf had been protecting
his enemids, and peace was made on equal terms between the two rulers.

These bald statements come to life in the Polychronicon of Ranulf Higden, a
l4ih-century monk of Chester, who was probably 4rawing upon a Vita of St. Alkmund.
Afier recoriing the accession of Egbert, i<ing of Wessex,ln'[]02, he continues: 'In these

aays, Etnemuid, a sub-king of Mercia, weit forth from his own lands- to Ke-mpsford

td tir" Thames, near Cricklidel and fought with the Ealdorman of Wiltshire, Wehrstan.
in *t i"n battle both leaders f6ll, but tfr'e men of Wiltshire obtained the victory. And
St. Alkmund, the martyr, the son of Ahlred, king of Nor4umbria, who had !$9n palt
*ith nthet-irnd, died. His body was buried-at the White Monastery. {Lilleshall,
Staffordshirel and then at Derby in the church on the north side distinguished by his
name. In *hich place he is famed for many miracles and is widely honoured by
Northumbrians coming on pilgrimage.'9s

The battle at Kempsford is recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which provides
tfre aAaitional informition that Ethelmund, who iJcalled an Ealdorman, came-from the
piovince of the Hwicce, a region in' what later became Gloucestershire and
Woriestershire. But the entry ma[es no mention of Alkmund's part in the action.e6

St. Alkmund's burial at Derby, in the church named in his honour, i.s first mentioned
in an anonymous tract, the Reiiing Place of the Saints. The- Anglo-Saxon-version of
this work has a co.. aisembled before 995; it was completed between l0l3 and 1030

in a West Saxon centre, probably Winchester. A Latin iranslation was made betwecn
1013 and 1080 at St. Aulustine'i Abbey, Canterbury. Both Saxon and Latin versions
i.ra, i, iturslation, 'St, Alkmund [rests] in the minsier called Northworthy, beside the

River Derwent'.g7
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THE PRE.CONQUEST MINSTER
Penda, the last heathen ruler of Mercia, died in 654. His son, Peada, who ruled over

the Middle Angles during his father's lifetime, married a daughter of Oswiu, the Christian
king of Northumbria, and was converted to that faith. The mission to the English
Midlands began in his day, under the leadership of Diuma, who had been consecrated
by St. Finan, Bishop of Lindisfarne.e8 But the organization of the church in Mercia came
later, in the time of Theodore of Tarsus, Archbishop of Canterbury (668-90). His effort
was facilitated by King Wulfhere of Mercia (657-'14), who in his later years made himself
supreme in the whole of Southern England.

Archbishop Theodore sent Ceadda to Mercia as Bishop. Ceadda, who had previously
been Bishop of York, was trained under Celtic influences and there was some defecl
in his orders, but this was cured by the archbishop. Ceadda fixed his cathedral at
Lichfield, not far from the Mercian royal seat at Tamworth, and this became and
remained the main ecclesiastical centre in Mercia. A little later a separate see for the
Middle Angles was founded at Leicester.ee

The ecclesiastical organization set up under Archbishop Theodore and his successors
was based on a network of minsters, each with a community of clergy responsible for
the conversion and later for the pastoral care of the district in which the ininster was
placed.l00 The foundation charter of the church at Breedon-on-the-Hill, kicestershire,
provides a good illustration of the type and purpose of these minsters. A grant of land
was made by Friduric, an ealdorman (princeps) of King Aethelred of Mercia, between
675 and 692, so that 'a minster [monasterium] of monks serving God should be
founded.....-aldapriest.....instituted,whoshouldbringthegraceofbaptismand
the teaching of the Gospel doctrine to the people committed to his care'.101 A number
of the more important of these minsters were associated with and sustained the charge
of a community of nuns headed by an abbess.lo2

Few early records have survived from the area of the middle Trent. There is evidence
that minsters, associated with communities of nuns, were in existence at Reptonlo3 and
at Hanbury, Staffordshire,l04 before 700. These churches were connected rvith early
saints - St. Wystan at Repton and St. Werburgh at Hanbury - whose relics were
enshrined in them. The sarcophagus cover at Wirksworth,los which can hardly be later
than the eighth century, implies that this church also had enshrined relics at an early
date.

It is against this background that the church of St. Alkmund at Derby must be seen'
The ninth-century sarcophagus, or shrine, not only confirms the traditidnal association
of the saint with the site, but proves that it was an important church at that date, and
that it was already a minster before the Danish conquest of north-eastern Mercia.
Only a minster would have been chosen to receive the tianslated relics of a saint; only
a minster could have provided the fitting services to celebrate his virtues.

The church was therefore a minster in the earlier part of the ninth century. How much
earlier its foundation must be placed is a matter of conjecture. At a much later date
there were a number of wealthy churches in the Deanery of Derby,loo including
Mackworth, which lies within the same Hundred of Litchurch, immediaiely north-west
of the medieval borough. Any of these wealthy churches could have a claim to beregarded
as a -pre-Conquest minster, But Derby lies in a strategic position, commanding the
crossing of tle Derwent beside the Roman settlement of Derventione (Little Cheste-g.toz
The old Anglian village known as Northworthy is a likely choice for the site of a mirister
going back to the earliest days of Christianity in this part of Mercia.

The corpus of recorded sculptured stones found on the site carry the story back to
c. 800, to a period before the martyrdom and enshrinement of St. Alkmund. There is
nothing tlat can be dated earlier. But this is not decisive. Though the translation and
the enshrinement of St. Alkmund did not lead to the foundation of the minster, it would
have had a profound effect on its development. The acquisition of the relics and the
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consequent attraction of pilgrims and their offerings would have enriched the community
and allowed it to adorn the church and the minster. This is the explanation of the great
crosses erected in the ninth century. It may even be the result of the success of
Breedon-on-the-Hill and the shrine of St. Hardulf at a slightly earlier date. The
eighth-century importance of that monastery reflected in the great series of sculptures
still preserved in the church must have been due in no small measure to the possession
of the enshrilsd lsliss.lo8

In 871 Aethelwulf, ealdorman of Berkshire, a Mercian by origin, died fighting the
Danes. His death is recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.los The Latin version of
Aethelweard adds: 'the body of the aforesaid ealdorman was stealthily removed and
taken to the province of the Mercians, to the place called Northworthy, but Derby in
the Danish tongue'.Ilo There can be no doubt that he was buried in the minster of
St. Alkmund aird it is possible that one of the graves within the church was his (p. 33).

The excavations have shown that the earliest church was badly damaged within the
pre-Conquest period and that the eastern annexe was completely rebuilt. The only
architectural clue to the rebuilding is the pair of imposts found in 1844 ard now lost
(no. l). They date from the late tenth or I lth century and may well mark the completion
of the rebuilding. But this damage and the delay in its repair need not imply the desertion
of the site. The survival of the cult of St. Alkmund is strong evidence of the continuity
of Christian worship. The nave could have been put into a state of repair sufficient to
serve the needs of the Christian community during the 40 years of pagan rule (cf. p. 50),
leaving a more permanent rebuilding till the age of general ecclesiastical reorganization.

The rebuilt church ofthe later tenth or I lth century appears to have lacked the porticus
flankingthe east end ofthe nave. The door leading to the southern porticus was blocked
and the area used for burials, if it had not already been used for this purpose during
the period of Danish rule. One of the burials, no. 52, was packed with charcoal; it
destioyed the south-east corner of the porticus and there is no trace of further building
in this place until the aisle wall of phase 2 was built in the l2th century (p. 33).

This disuse may reflect some change in the status of St. Alkmund in the period after
the Saxon reconquest of the tenth century. The Domesday record of 10861ll notes two
minsters in Derby. It runs: 'in the same borough [that is Derby] there was one church
on the King's demesne with seven clerics, who held two carucates of land freely in
Chester [that is Little Chester]; there was another church, similarly the King's, belonging
to which six clerks held nine bevates of land, likewise freely, in Cornun [Quarndon] and
Detton [Little Eaton].' Subsequent records show that the first of these churches was All
Saints, now the Cathedral and throughout the Middle Ages the principal church in Derby.
Most pre-Conquest boroughs had their own church. Where its status can be determined
it seems normally to have been a minster, with a comparatively small parish cut out
of that belonging to some older foundation. It can be assumed that the minster of
All Saints in Derby originated as the church of the borough after the Saxon reconquest
of the tenth century. Its property is assessed at nearly twice the amount of that belonging
to the second minster, which is St. Alkmund.l12It is not impossible that some property
originally belonging to the older minster was seized to endow the new foundation and
that the diminished size of the church is due to this loss of revenue.

St. Alkmund continued to serve a large area outside the defences of the borough.
The possession of the relics of the saint would alone have been sufficient to ensure its
survival and the Domesday record shows that it retained a substantial endowment.
The church figures in the I lth-century treatise known as the Resting Place of the Saints
and it is this record which establishes beyond doubt the status of the church as a minster
(p. 55).

At the beginning of the l2th century Henry 1tl3 granted the churches of Derby and
Wirksworth-(ecclesias de Derbeia et de Werchesorda) to the newly founded Cathedral
Church of Lincoln, in which they were subsequently assigned to the endowment of the
Deanery. Subsequent documents confirm this grant, using the same description. But the
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papal confirmation by Alexander III in 1163 embodies a significant variation. The list
ofpossessionsruns:.....thechurchesofDerby,thechurchofWirksworth,.....
(ecclesias de Derbeia, ecclesiam de Wirkworth).tt11tr" record of an award made in 1252
between the Dean of Lincoln and the Abbey of Darley makes it clear that the two
churches which the Dean held in Derby were All Saints and St. Alkmund.rls 11 sss6s
likely that the grant of Henry I included both churches, though it is possible that
St. Alkmund was the object of a separate grant made some time before 1163. Whatever
the exact date, St. Alkmund ceased to be a minster and became a tributary church served
by the canons of All Saints, and so the position remained throughout the Middle Ages.
Its architectural development followed the normal course of an urban parish church and
calls for no special comment.
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Pl. I (a) St. Alkmund's Church, Derby: general view looking west.

xt

I

PL.1 (b) Cross arm (no. 3a) as found in south wall ofnave.
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Pl. 2 ( a) Grave nos. 55 and 56, in angle between chancel and south aisle; pre-Conquest wall at back.

Pl.2 (b) North--€ast corner ol the nave, with saicophagus (no. 2) as found
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Pl.3 (a) St. Alkmund's Church: pre-Conquest silver penny, scale ?.

Pl. 3 (b) St. Alkmund's Church: cross shaft (no. 3b).
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PI. 4 St. Alkmund's Church: sarcophagus (no. 2).
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Pl. 5 St. Alkmund's Church: sarcophagus (no. 2).
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Pl. lO (a) St. Alkmund's Church: hogback (no. 9), sinister side and gable.
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Pl. lO (b) St. Alkmund's Church: hogback (no. 9), dexter side and gable.
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